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Book Descriptions:

3m dynatel 965 manual

This document will give you a brief overview of the products, a description of their test functions,
and some technical hints on how to find problems on telecommunications cables. For Technical
Service, Warranty or Repair questions call 800 426 8688 in the US or Canada, or contact your local
3M Representative. Communication Markets Division 3M Telecommunications 6801 River Place
Blvd. The screen format is similar to the following for most functions. Test Leads The Test Lead
icons are shown on each of the measurement screens. The active control keys for each function are
shown at the bottom of the corresponding 965DSP screen.The blue keys become number or letter
keys when editing.It shows the model name, installed options, serial number, copyright year,
software version, and the selected country. The battery symbol in the upper righthand corner of the
display gives an indication of the approximate battery capacity. Selecting a new country will
configure the 965DSP with the setups for language, units, clock format, wire gauges, and cable
types for that particular country.Distance Feet or Meters. This affects all distances displayed in the
965DSP. This affects the TDR “velocity of propagation.” Use “Vp” in the US and Canada.Use the blue
keys to enter the values. The limits indicate the values at which the measurement result passes OK,
is marginal Yield Sign or is unacceptable Stop Sign. After a period of inactivity equal to the default
period, the unit will beep, then automatically power down. User Info This selection allows you to add
optional additional information to your saved records.Once the User Info option has been changed,
the changes remain in effect until you explicitly change them again.The highlighted reading is “live”
and the nonhighlighted readings are the last values.Connect the red and black leads to the pair to
measure loop current.The “V” in the upper right corner of the screen indicates that the resistance
measurement compensates for
C.O.http://cumalierginyurekinsaat.com/userfiles/combat-system-alignment-manual.xml

3m dynatel 965 manual, 3m dynatel 965ams manual, 3m dynatel 965dsp manual, 3m
dynatel 965dsp user manual, 3m dynatel 965ams user manual, 3m dynatel 965
subscriber loop analyzer manual, 3m dynatel 965 manual.

Connect the red and black leads to an inactive pair. Connect green to shield or ground. Calibrate the
965DSP at the same temperature at which it will be used. Note Initiate a selfcalibration prior to the
very first use of your 965DSP. The distance measurement requires that you specify the wire gauge of
the pair. This is done in the Load Setup screen.Connect the red and black leads to the selected pair.
Connect green to shield or ground.If no results have been stored, “No Results Stored” will be visible
on the screen. If one or more test results have been stored, the ID number for each will be displayed.
The printer should be configured for 9600 baud, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity. If no ADSL Modem
test results have been stored, “No Results Stored”. Certain result boxes may be blank if the
information is not available.Preseize Time B The measured time period between the first Ring Burst
and Channel Seizure. Twist The ratio of the received Mark and Space signal levels. Seizure Bits The
number of bits received during the Channel Seizure C period. Connect the red lead to one side of the
pair. Connect the green lead to the other side of the pair. Connect the red lead to Ring of the active
pair. Connect the black lead to Tip. Connect the green lead to Ground. You may choose to use a
“farend switch” to open and close the farend. The 3M KM Box Model 1162 is recommended for this
application. The 965DSP will automatically send tones on the blue and yellow leads to communicate
with the 3M KM Box farend switch. If you are using a farend switch 3M KM Test Switch Model 1162
to open and close the farend, you should also connect the blue and yellow leads to the pair under
test. This value is used by some companies as part of the KTest measurement. The 965DSP displays
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the open and closed fault ratios.http://eg-steel.com/userfiles/combat-stress-control-field-manual.xml

If the size of faults is reversed, you will see the following screen KTest Error This screen indicates
that the connections to the red and green leads are reversed and the leads should be. Start Connect
the red and green leads to the pair. Connect the strap at the farend across the pair.If other pairs are
not active, short at least 30% of the inactive pairs to the cable shield. The TDR function should be
used to determine distance to a “partial”. Edit Custom Use this function to change the value of the
“Custom Cable” type. Select Custom Cable if you are using a specific type of special cable on a
regular basis. Note that there are ten tones.No tone is heard in the speaker for the High Frequency
Tone. Note The volume control does not affect the level of the tone sent on the pair. There are two
possible hookups Separate Pair or Single Pair. Separate Pair This is the preferred hookup You must
first use the Resistance function to determine the faulted conductor and identify a separate good
pair a pair with no faults. Connect the black Lead to the reference. The reference is the return path
for the fault and can be the shield or another wire in the cable. Connect the green and yellow test
leads to the separate good pair. The wire gauge, temperature and section number are displayed
above the bottom bar. If the Yield Sign shows beside the results, this indicates a possible marginal
result due to noise or other line conditions. Use the Separate Pair hookup for all cases in which a
separate pair is available; it is always the preferred method. The results at the top of the screen
indicate the “Distance to Strap”. The results on the second line indicate the “Distance to Fault”. The
screen will show the combination of errors that have been detected. If you choose Temperature or
Length, enter the new value using the blue numeric keys. One cable parameter a section length or
temperature should be left as unknown.

If a value is entered for all parameters, temperature will be treated as an unknown and will be
calculated by the 965DSP. In this case the screen will show the calculated Distance to Strap the sum
of all sections in the main result box and the “Distance to Fault”on the left on the next line and the
“Distance Strap to Fault”. In this case the screen will show the entered Distance to Strap or the sum
of all sections in the main result box, and will show the calculated temperature at the bottom. The
screen also shows the number of the faulted section at the lower right side of the screen. The
multisection screen will now show the computed length of the unknown section. RFL Errors One of
several errors may occur during an RFL multisection measurement. Note All 965DSP Series Loop
Analyzers are equipped with the ISDN Datalink function;. The 965DSP displays the word
“Connecting” while the instrument goes through three steps 1 AIP Activation in Progress, 2 Sync
Synchronization, and 3 Link successful connection. If any of these three tests is unsuccessful, the
words “Link Failed”. Note This function is suppressed in countries where ISDN interoperability with
the 965DSP Block Error Test has not been verified. The 965DSP will count and display the number
of nearend and farend errors. Use the ADSL modem feature to establish a link with a DSL Access
Multiplexer DSLAM in the central office or remote cabinet and determine the ADSL data rate that
the pair will support. Select Captured Test to set up a link, measure the line performance, and drop
the line automatically to save battery life. Contact 3M Technical Service for assistance. Status
messages about the connection process are displayed as they occur. The hourglass indicator at the
bottom of the screen is displayed as the connection process proceeds. Connection states include
Starting The ADSL modem in the 965DSP is. Only the achieved Upstream and Downstream line rates
and capacity values are shown.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/67641

The pair PASSED if the line rates were greater than or equal to the threshold rates and the capacity
values were less than or equal to the threshold capacities. FAST Achieved line rate in kilobits per
second on the Fast channel. INTR Achieved line rate in kilobits per second on the Interleaved
channel. Note FAST or INTR will display with the achieved line rate to indicate the selected channel
type. FEC, CRC, and HEC counts in each direction are also displayed. LOS indicates a Loss of Signal
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alarm. This means that the ADSL received pilot tone power was 6dB or more below its reference
power. Pilot tones do not carry data and are used for line synchronization. LOF indicates a Loss of
Frame alarm. ADSL modems require wide bandwidth to operate since they essentially use 256
separate simultaneous modems, each requiring about 4kHz of bandwidth called a bin. Use the blue
keys to enter an alphanumeric ID. The ID may have up to fourteen characters. Up to 14
alphanumeric characters can be entered in each field. The data entered into each field will remain
present for every saved result until explicitly changed or cleared. In the unlikely case that the
warning message shown above appears, simply exit the ADSL Modem application for a few minutes
to allow the modem to cool down. Contact 3M Technical Service for any undefined codes.Common
error conditions and their causes are listed in the table below. Contact 3M Technical Service for any
undefined codes. Numeric Meaning Code. The screen displays the signal level in dBm, the frequency
of the tone in kHz, the selected service type, and the line terminating impedance. Connect the red
and black test leads to the pair.The spectrum analyzer continuously analyzes the line and updates
the screen as conditions change. The screen displays the average power of all signals and noise in
the selected frequency span in dBm at the upper left.

http://geemarco.com/images/canon-l2-hi8-manual.pdf

Extend the test leads away from the 965DSP when conducting DSL tests, and make sure that the red
and black leads are kept as close together as possible to minimize RF noise pickup. TDR measures
distance to events based on input about the pair. TDR Setup TDR features a setup function that
allows you to enter the cable type, gauge and first length. Vp is then automatically set from these
selections. Single Trace is used to view a single pair at a time. Dual Trace Connect the red and black
test leads to the pair under test. Connect the blue and yellow test leads to the reference pair. The
reference pair is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Any changes in the control parameters affect
both traces. It is not possible to control each trace independently. Dual Trace is used to compare two
pairs at the same time usually a faulted and a good pair. Memory mode is used to compare a pair
under test to a stored trace in memory. The first screen in memory mode will show a list of the ID
numbers for all stored TDR traces. This mode continuously detects and displays the maximum and
minimum traces that occur from the time that the mode is first selected. As a new maximum or
minimum trace is detected, it will replace the previous one on the display. The 965DSP displays the
controls and other parameters at the bottom of the screen.Gain allows you to select the vertical gain
of the TDR. Higher gain will make events look taller on the screen and is helpful for finding small
faults. This is demonstrated below. The first screen shows the TDR trace before vertical offset. The
next screen shows the TDR trace after offset. The vertical offset function affects all modes except
Memory. The distance to the cursor includes the five foot length of the test leads. Use the blue keys
to enter an alphanumeric ID. The ID may have up to fourteen characters. Up to 14 alphanumeric
characters can be entered in each field.

http://gerryikputuandpartners.com/images/canon-l240-service-manual.pdf

The data entered into each field will remain present for every saved result until explicitly changed or
cleared. For Loss, Noise and Longitudinal Balance, you will first be asked to dial a number for a
quiet line, milliwatt line, etc. before starting the test. You must use a separate instrument to
generate the tone at the farend.The 965DSP automatically goes offhook to measure Longitudinal
Balance.This test can be used to analyze a pair for loading and bridge tap problems. The result is
displayed on a graph with relative impedance level displayed on the yaxis in dB and the frequency on
the xaxis. The Wideband Autotest requires the use of a Farend Device FED such as a 3M FED, FED
II, or CTC Smart Strap.The Active Pair results screen will appear. This can be used to identify the
pair at the other end. If an ID tone is not needed, the 3M FED can be left off since it will be remotely
powered up during the Autotest. A Wideband Module Model C1110W is required for Wideband
Autotest. At the far end of the cable, connect the Control Pair Pair 0 T and R terminals to the
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separate control pair in the cable. Inactive setup with 3M FED selected. When this part of the
Autotest is reached, the user will be requested to swap the black and green test leads or to skip this
test. If this test fails, the following warning screen will appear. The 965DSP performs a second test
to determine if the user’s choice of a FED II is correct. If a FED is found instead of a FED II, this
screen will appear. Check the test lead hookup for the 965DSP and the FED. The Autotest can be
run with the FED connected directly to the 965DSP to determine if the cable hookup is causing the
problem. Balance Load Coil Inactive Pair Tests without FED Ohms Opens Long. Balance Voiceband
Scope Single Tone Loss Loop Resistance Load Coil Inactive Pair Tests with FED. The 965DSP will
display the Save Results screen as follows The date and time display the 965DSP “system clock.”.

To change the character, press the key of the new character once for a number or several times for a
letter. Connect the red and black leads to the pair for lines using Loop Start. Also connect the green
lead to ground on Ground Start lines. Typical life of the battery pack is two years. To change the
battery pack 1 Loosen the six screws on the battery compartment door and remove the door. 2
Remove the old pack. Plug the AC cord into the AC charger and into a power outlet. Plug the DC
cord into the 965DSP. Make sure that the key on the plug fits properly into the slot in the connector.
Replacement Items You may order any of the following replacement items from 3M. Contact 3M
Communication Markets Division Customer Service at 800 426 8688 for more information.
Accessory. Call 3M Repair Service at 800 426 8688 and select Option 2 in the US or Canada, or call
your local 3M representative in other countries for further details on repair service. This is
particularly important if operating conditions shock, temperature, etc. have changed and you want
to check the units accuracy. Check Opens performance To verify Opens, connect the red test lead to
the “R”. This product will be free from defects in material and manufacture for a period of one 1
year from the time of purchase. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. Advanced Modular SystemNovember 2010Introduction.5. Getting Started.5. Welcome
Screen.7. Help.7. High Voltage.8. System Setup.9. Country.9. Language.10. Module.11. Network
Setup.11. Units.12. User Info.14. Clock. Page 4 System Modes.191. AC Charger.192. DC
Charger.192. Level of Charge.193. System Reset.193. Battery Pack.194. Battery Holder.196. Test
Leads.196. SelfTest Board.197. Introduction. Getting StartedGetting StartedGetting StartedHigh
Voltage. This screen indicates a high. System Setup. Start with the Welcome Screen. Press Setup to
review the.

www.inhd.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bc86a8df40---co
nstruction-administration-and-inspection-task-manual.pdf

CountryModuleUnitsUnitsUser InfoClock SettingsClock SettingsClock SettingsSet Beep
VolumePower Down TimeoutCustom Cable. Use Custom Cable 1 or Custom Cable 2 to create.
Custom CableCustom CableCustom CableVoltage TerminationVoltage TerminationMeasurement
Functions. The 12 measurement functions includeVoltsDC or AC. The Volts function measures the
DC voltage or AC.Loop Current. Loop Current measures the loop current in an active line.Ohms
Measurements. The Ohms Measurement function measures the insulationThe Voltage
CompensationToolbox. Use the Toolbox to 1 view saved test results,The SelfCalibrate function will
verify that all of the internalUse this function to convert from Ohms to Distance or.The 965AMS
tester uses the 965AMS Results Manager to.Opens. Opens measures the distance to an “open”
circuit. ThisUse this function to measure the capacitance of a known.Tone. Use Tone to send a tone
on a pair.There are 10 frequencies that can.RFL Resistance Fault Locate. RingGround Separate
PairRingCross Separate PairShort Single PairSpecial Requirement EnterSpecial Requirement
EnterSpecial Requirement EnterNote All of the following conditions must be met.DSL Digital
Subscriber Line. The DSL functions include DSL Loss, DSL Noise,.DSL Loss measures the signal lost
from a tone. Use DSL Noise function to measure the Longitudinal or Metallic.Noise can affect
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wideband services by taking up valuable. Use DSL Spectrum Analyzer SA to display a graph.Use
Impulse Noise to measure short spikes of random.Since impulse hits, noise and other power
related.Single Trace Mode is used for most TDR applications.Dual Trace Mode is used to compare
two pairs.Use Crosstalk to display the amplitude and location of signalsUse Peak Mode to capture
events that may be intermittent.Cable LengthFilterPulse WidthTDR SaveLongitudinal Balance,.The
Ringers function measures the capacitance associatedUse the Kick Test function to continuously
measure the voltage,.Auto Test.

Use Auto Test to automatically perform the followingUse Vacant Wideband to perform an automatic
sequenceUse the Expert Pair Test to detect, identify.Talk SetSystem Modes. AC Charger. Use the AC
charger to charge the NiMH battery. Level of Charge. The battery icon in the upper right of. Battery
Pack. The 965AMS tester uses a Nickel Metal Hydride NiMH. Battery PackBattery Holder. The
plastic battery holder that comes with the unit. SelfTest Board. A selftest board is included with the
965AMS tester to. Specifications. Electrical SpecificationsElectrical Specifications. Functions Range
Resolution Accuracy. Tone output. Electrical SpecificationsGeneral Specifications. Drop test
Survives 3 ft 1 m drop onto concrete, survives. Contact 3M. Customer and Technical Support
18004288688. Repair Center 18004268688, option 2. Page 204 This is the EU symbol for equipment
that is covered. Warranty or Repair questions call 800 426. For further Technical Service, Warranty
or Repair questions. Statement furntiture, Sample fee agreement document, Fms procedures guide,
Education intent letter sample, 2004 acura tl maintenance manual. Reload to refresh your session.
Reload to refresh your session. Manual de uso Del Dynatel 965 Link del enlace Manual Del Dynatel
965. Parametros para los Servicios de Voz y ADSL. Estos son los parametros correctos que Optical
Cables agree intended for their dynatel 965dsp and due analog accounts. Check it now. and
portable, Dynatel 900 Series Subscriber Loop Test Sets can help your enterprise maintain peak
performance with the right mix of functions—from Form subpoena texas, Sample size n, Refugee
fact sheet at fountainhead, Newtons first law example, Guide to live audio. Reload to refresh your
session. Reload to refresh your session. Longitudinal Balance, Load Coil Counter, Caller ID,
Ringers,Use Loss to measure the loss from the farend of a circuit to theNote You must use a device
at the far end to generate the tone.

This could be the milliwatt number in the central office or anThere are 2 ways to enterPress Dial
when youMeasurement FunctionsPress Setup to selectDTMF pulsing isUp and DownPress OK to
returnNoise screen.Measurement FunctionsMeasurementsPOTS Loss Measurement Normal
RangeParameter. Balance. Loss. NoiseUse Noise to measure the Noise, Power Influence, and
theMeasurement FunctionsThere are 2 ways to enterIf you have aPress Dial when youPress Setup to
selectDTMF pulsing isMeasurement FunctionsUp and DownPress OK to returnNoise
screen.Parameter. Balance. Loss. Noise. POTS Noise Normal RangeUse Longitudinal Balance to
measure the active Longitudinal. Balance on the pair. This test measures the ability of the Tip and.
Ring to reject noise and crosstalk.Measurement FunctionsBalance.POTS Longitudinal Balance
Normal Range. ParameterNot OK. BalanceThe Load Coils function counts up to five load coils on
theThe distanceCoil screen.Load Setup Screen.Measurement FunctionsPress OK to return to. Load
Coil screen.TestCaller ID detects the Caller ID signal sent on the pair andMeasurement
FunctionsCertain result boxes may be blank if the information is notThe Ringers function measures
the capacitance associated withOne old style mechanicalMeasurement FunctionsWhen the
measurementTo display the equivalentDisplay Capacitance.Use Level Trace to measure and display
the AC impedance ofThis test can be usedNOT a continuous test.PressThis trace shows a
12,000Measurement FunctionsThis graph shows one loadNote Level trace cannotAuto Test. Use
Auto TestAuto Test. Use Active POTS to perform an automatic sequence of tests on. Active POTS
lines. The tests include DC Voltage, AC Voltage. Loop Current, Ground Resistance, Single Tone Loss,
Voiceband. Noise metallic, Voiceband Power Influence and Longitudinal. Balance.Measurement
FunctionsDial Loss function or the.



Talk Set function, they willIf you have not enteredDown arrow keys to selectMeasurement
FunctionsDown arrow keys to select aPress OK to return to thePress Edit Number and enterThis will
break dialtone andIf you have enteredDial Loss function or the. Talk Set function, they willIf you
have not enteredMeasurement FunctionsDown arrow keys to selectDown arrow keys to select aPress
OK to return to theActive POTS tests.Measurement FunctionsUse Vacant POTS to perform an
automatic sequence of testsVoltage, DC Resistance, Opens, % Capacitance Balance, Load. Coil,
Voice Band Loss, Voice Band Noise, Power Influence. Longitudinal Balance, Slope, Resistance
Balance loop and. Resistance Balance % diff.Vacant Pots. Press Setup to choose theMeasurement
FunctionsTest Pair 1Measurement Functions. Use Vacant Wideband to perform an automatic
sequenceThe tests include DC. Voltage, AC Voltage, DC Resistance, Opens, % Capacitance. Balance,
Load Coil, Voice Band Loss, Voice Band Noise, Power. Influence, Longitudinal Balance, Slope,
Resistance BalanceNote You must use a 3M FED to use the Vacant WideBandInsertion Loss
Frequencies and Sweep Frequencies by Service Type. Insertion. Loss. Sweeps. Single. Sweep
Frequencies. PotsVacant Wideband. Press Setup to choose theMeasurement FunctionsPress OK to
return to theMeasurement FunctionsTest Pair 1Use the Expert Pair Test to detect, identify and
locate the mostIdentificationLocationIdentification. Location. Working Pair. YesYes. Length. Yes.
Length. Yes. No. No. No. YesNo. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Solid TGround. Yes. Yes. Yes. No. Solid RGound.
Yes. Yes. Yes. No. High TGround. Yes. Yes. Yes. No. High RGround. Yes. Yes. Yes. No. TBattery
Cross. Yes. Yes. Yes. No. RBattery Cross. Yes. Yes. Yes. No. TComplete Open. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.
RComplete Open. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Open. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. TPartial Open. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.
RPartial Open. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. YesExpert Pair Test. Press Setup to choose
theMeasurement FunctionsPress.

SelectPressTest Pair 1Press Test to start the test.Measurement FunctionsWait for the FED to
resetTalk Set. The Talk SetSetupThese locations are notEdit NumberMeasurement FunctionsDial
Pulse. DTMF is theNote Ground startMeasurement FunctionsYou can use the previouslyPressTalkOn
HookChargingRecommendedWhen the battery isAC Charger. Use the AC charger to charge the
NiMH Battery pack. Plug the. AC cord into the AC charger and into a power outlet. Plug the. DC
cord into 965AMS tester. Make sure that the key on the plugThe AC charger isDC Charger. Use the
Cigarette Lighter Adapter to charge the NiMH batteryThis adapter is meant for chargingLevel of
Charge. The battery icon in the upper right of all screens indicates theZero black bars indicate the
battery pack is very low and shouldA warning screen appears when thereBattery Pack. The 965AMS
tester uses a Nickel Metal Hydride NiMHBattery PackLoosen the 5Battery PackCaution Battery may
explode, leak or catch fire if exposed toRecycle or dispose of properly. ToNote NiMH batteries may
be recycled.Battery Holder. The plastic battery holder that comes with the unit uses six “AA”Use
alkaline batteries only when the NiMH battery pack isTypical lifetimeThe alkalineNote The battery
holder has protection against accidentalSystem Reset. There could be situations were the batteries
run down and theUse this procedure to reset the unitSpecifications. Test LeadsThe shorting “strap”
that comes withKeep the test leads clean and dry at allUse soap andSpecifications. Electrical
Specifications. Functions. Range. Resolution. Accuracy. Voltage DCMeter resistanceWith CO
voltageShunt resistanceResistance to. Fault no noise. Wet section test. Loop resistance. Resistive
balance. Loop resistance. Resistance difference 0 to 99.99 7. Note 1All resistance to fault
measurement accuracies have an added factor of 2x108 Rf ohmsElectrical Specifications. Functions.
Range. Resolution. AccuracyRingersLoad coil countGround resistanceID tone.

Precision tone600 7 ZoutFixed values. Velocity inputSingle trace, dualWith 600 7 ZinElectrical
Specifications. Functions. Range. Resolution. Accuracy. Noise metallicNoise to groundLongitudinal
balanceDial mode. DTMF, pulse. Standard. Standard. Caller ID U.S. and. Canada only. Carrier level.
Date, time,Short range wideband specifications without SA optionWideband lossWideband toneZout.
SA wideband specifications with SA option. Wideband lossWideband noise metallicE filter 1090 dBm.
F filter 2090 dBm. G filter 3090 dBm. Wideband spectral analysisDynamic range. Wideband tone



output 0 dBm, 20 kHz toImpulse noise counting. Counting intervalThreshold. Lower limits 30All 30
dB higher for NCount capacityReplacement Items. You may order replacement items from 3M.
Contact 3M. Communication Markets Division customer service atAccessoryNiMH Battery
PackTroubleshooting. Troubleshooting. Many apparent failures with the 965AMS tester can be
correctedSymptom. Cause. Solution. Unit does not turn on. Discharged battery pack. Charge battery
pack. NiMH battery pack old. Replace battery pack. Screen goes blank. Battery voltage low. Charge
battery pack. Dark lines across screen. Battery voltage low. Charge battery pack. Error Messages.
Battery voltage low. Charge battery pack. Inaccurate results. Battery voltage low. Charge battery
pack. Test lead broken. Replace test lead. Improper connections. Check connections. Test lead
broken. Replace test lead. Improper connections. See onscreen hookups. Resistance PDF Version
1.3. Linearized No. Page Count 60. Producer GPL Ghostscript 8.15. Create Date 20061019 215510.
Modify Date 20061019 215510. Title Dynatel 965AMSWLBT Markup 20061019.pdf. Creator
PScript5.dll Version 5.2. Author elifsey. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and
audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime.
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